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This is ecstatic to offer you the fall of issue 4 of Volume 9 of Journal of Space Exploration. The diary favorably delivered first 

issue of volume 9 in April. With the benevolent help of editors, analysts and creators, the group can deliver this issue inside 

time. This is prideful for us that printed duplicated of the principal issue were likewise brought out and sold inside single 

month. Diary of Space Exploration magazine is somewhat getting praiseworthy among senior just as youthful specialists, 

researchers, audiologists and sttudents. The essential focal point of the diary is to advertise the refreshed investigates in the 

territory of Space and Planetary Exploration, Earth perception, Geomagnetism, Aeronomy, Mission plan and space 

frameworks, Satellite Communications, Spacecraft and Payload plan, Robotics, Galaxy, Navigation and Control, Black 

opening Astrophysics, Stellar Evolution, Aerothermodynamics, Astroparticle Physics, Application of arithmetic in space 

sciences and so on We are centered around scholastics and article distributing as well as we invite the mechanical areas for 

ads. This thusly refreshes the perusers about the refreshed innovation accessible on the lookout and the organizations that are 

occupied with assembling of that item. As we as a whole know that COVID-19 has totally changed the situation. The experts 

who lean toward printed magazines are currently for E-diaries. E-diaries are predominant for looking through the chose 

material and in exact organization. Thus, the diary TSSE meets the necessity of the perusers. The guest's traffic on the diary 

site is steady raising and subsequently we have chosen to redraft the PDF. To make the magazine additionally captivating 

among the crowd we are currently going to abut experienced scientists/audiologists all around and distribute their meetings, 

research involvement with the center region, life story. To advance and energize youthful specialists and understudies the 

diary has begun distributing critiques, short correspondences, scaled down surveys, research banners, feeling articles, 

highlights, and other such extra article types. In light of a similar we are getting various critiques and short surveys. At last, 

we might want to recognize the commitments of editors, analysts and creators in the diary. In addition, we surpass the 

appreciation to the organizers, designs group, web group, QC group, warning individuals and other supporting hands for their 

valuable help. 
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